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BARE-KINI - Pregnant Lauryn Goodman avoids tan lines on the beach in tiny green bikini in Barbados
24/01/2020 15:56 by admin

Pregnant Lauryn Goodman managed to avoid getting any tan lines on the beach in Barbados - by donning a very
unusual bikini.
 
 The 27-year-old Instagram star, whose sister is Celebrity Big Brother's Chloe, showed off her growing baby bump in the
extraordinarily skimpy green skimwear.

 Lauryn Goodman hit the beach in Barbados wearing a very skimpy bikini
 
 
 She teamed the teeny top, which covered a fraction of her boobs, with a pair of matching low-slung bottoms as she
continued her Caribbean break.
 
 The Instagram star was pictured having a sit-down on a bench alongside her bag, before taking a wander around the
leaf-strewn beach.
 
 Lauryn has been soaking up the Caribbean sun with Ex On The Beach pal Melissa Reeves, who revealed she was
pregnant earlier this month.
 
 Also joining the baby club is Lauryn's younger sister Chloe, who threw a gender reveal party last week.
 
 
 
 She was pictured sitting down in the eye-catching green swimwear
 
 
 
 The star took a stroll around the sun-soaked Caribbean sands
 
 
 The 26-year-old reality star revealed she was pregnant with footballer boyfriend Grant Hall in November.
 
 She posted a picture of them standing together beside hundreds of blue and pink balloon decorations.
 
 A video showed them looking up into the sky to see pink fireworks exploding, before a caption revealed: "It's a girl."
 
 Chloe wrote: "Best night ever shared with our close friends and family ðŸ’œðŸ’œ." Then, tagging in the firms she used,
she added: "Thanks to these companies who helped make it so special."
 
 
 
 Chloe and sister Lauryn together at London Fashion Week in 2018
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